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Abstract: In this paper we continue some investigations on the periodic NLSE
ίut + uxx + u\u\p~2 = 0 (p ^ 6) started in [LRS]. We prove that the equation
is globally wellposed for a set of data φ of full normalized Gibbs measure

e-βff(Φ)Hdφ(x)9H(φ) = \ / \φ'\2 - ± / \φ\p (after suitable L2-truncation). The set
and the measure are invariant under the flow. The proof of a similar result for the
KdV and modified KdV equations is outlined. The main ingredients used are some
estimates from [Bl] on periodic NLS and KdV type equations.

1. Introduction

Consider the nonlinear Schrόdinger equation (NLSE) in the space periodic setting

iut + KJCC + u\u\p~2 = 0, (1.1)

where u is a function on π x IR on π x / (/ = an interval [0,τ]) with an initial
condition

φ,0) = φ(*), (1-2)

where φ is a periodic function of x. Here π stands for the circle, i.e. IR/Z.
In the nonperiodic case (replacing π by IR), the Cauchy problem for (1.1)-

(1.2) is well understood (see for instance [G-V]). One has a local solution (in
the generalized sense) for (1.1) if p - 2 <; ̂  and data φ e Hs(l&),s ^ 0. The

exponent y^ *s called #5-critical (in 1 space dimension). If p g: 6, there is even
for smooth data a possible blow up. In this discussion, the existence result is in fact
a global (or local) wellposedness theorem, in the sense of uniqueness and regularity.

In [Bl], we have developed a parallel theory in the periodic case, although
incomplete so far. The following facts are shown in [Bl].

Theorem 1. (p — 4) The cauchy problem1

The result holds both in focusing and defocusing case (with same proof).
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( iut -f uxx ± u\u\2 = 0

U(X,O) = <K*) (L3)

is globally wellposed for data φ eHs(π\s ^ 0 and the solution u is in C(R,
Hs(π)). If u, v are the solutions corresponding to data φ, ψ e Hs, there is the
regularity estimate

\\u(t)-v(t)\\HS £C"l | |φ-tfr | | , , (1.4)

where C depends on the L2-size of the data, i.e.

Theorem 2. (p > 4) The cauchy problem2

iut + uxx + u\u\P~2 =0
(1-5)

w locally wellposed on a time interval [0,τ] /or <ώta φ £ Hs, s satisfying

4
s > 0 /or p ^ 6 and s > s*, p — 2 = - — - — for p > 6 ,

—

where τ — τ(||<p||#0 > 0. Again the solution u is in C([0,τ],/P) αnί/ depends in
a Lipschitz way on φ. The dependence of τ on \\φ\\^~l is power-like (see (2.24),
(2.25) below).

Our investigations in the periodic case originate from the work of Lebowitz-
Rose-Speer [L-R-S] on the statistical mechanics aspects of the flow. In fact, we
will complete here some of their investigations by proving the invariance of the
measure they introduced on a certain (natural) statistical ensemble. In the case
p = 4, one basically has to combine their work with Th. 1 on the existence of the
flow. For 6 ^ p > 4, there is a problem, in the sense that the flow is only locally
defined, on a time interval depending on the size of the data in /P-norm (s > 0
arbitrarily chosen). For 1 > s > 0, there is no apriori bound on ||w(OII#J K is
possible however to combine the local existence result and the invariant measure
ideas to construct both the flow on the statistical ensemble and the measure. This
gives in particular rise to global solutions of (1.1), (1.2) for 4 < p ^ 6 and data
φ G Hs(π\ s < 1(2). More precisely, for almost all ω, the random Fourier series

7'€2 J
y Φ O

where a G C and {g/ω)} independent L2 -normalized Gaussians yields for p < 6
a "good" data, meaning that (1.1), (1.2) with φ = φ^ω is globally wellposed. If
p = 6, the same statement is true, provided one imposes a restriction

\\φa,ω\\2 < Cι , (1.7)

where c± is a certain positive constant. This restriction is linked with the discussion
in [LRS] on the definition of the measure.

2 The condition p ^ 6 is only needed for the normalizability of the Gibbs measure and may be
dropped in the non-focusing case.
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The natural conserved quantities for the NLSE (1.1) are the

L2-norm:

N(u(t))9 where N(φ) = f\φ(x)\2dx . (1.8)
π

Hamiltonian:

H(u(t}\ where (φ) = ±f\φ'(x)\2dx - -f\φ(x)\^dx . (1.9)
^ π P π

The (unnormalized) measure studied in [LRS] is formally given by

, (1.10)
x€π

where β > 0 is a parameter. In order to make this measure normalizable, one
imposes a bound on the L2-norm of φ, i.e.

N(φ)<B. (1.11)

For p < 6, B may be chosen arbitrary, for p = 6, 5 is a specific constant. From
the L2 -conservation, a cutoff (1.11) is clearly acceptable. The conservation of the
Hamiltonian (1.9) implies the formal invariance of (1.10). Our main problem is to
make this rigourous. One approach is to replace the NLSE by a discrete system
(ODE) (cf. [ML-S, Zhl])

n

or

/*, + g +'+ft-'-2* + l-(qn+{ + fl,.,)!,,!'-2 = 0 . (1.13)

where n = Q, ...9N — I eΈN = %/NZ, h = ̂  and thus the unknown function u
from (1.1) becomes now a vector valued time function q = (q^q\9- - ,##_ι). Both
(1.12), (1.13) are Hamiltonian. In case of (1.12) the Hamiltonian is given by

and one defines a statistical ensemble by normalizing the density e~βH^ on a

suitable ball |(ΣI?«I 2)^| in VN

Up to some technical difficulties due to replacement of the circle π by the cyclic
group TLx, the estimates from [Bl] carry over to the discrete case (with regularity
bounds independent of N) and on finite time intervals the Cauchy problem (1.1),
(1.2) is essentially the limit of (1.12) for N — > oo. In the case p > 4, the invari-
ance considerations are exploited on the discrete level to improve on the existence
results of [Bl] for individual functions. Passing to the limit for N — > oo in a proper
way (using the Fourier transform) yields both global solutions almost surely in the
statistical ensemble and an invariant measure.

In carrying out this program, we will rather follow the method used by Zhidkov
(See [Zh2]) that will avoid harmonic analysis on cyclic groups. Fix N and define
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(1.15)
\n\£N

the Nth partial sum operator in the trigonometric system. Consider the equation

where UN has the form

uN(x,t) = Σ an(t)e2πinx . (1.17)
\n\ZN

We identify UN and a = (an)\n\^ through (1.17). Equation (1.16) is Hamiltonian

since it may be written as (^ denoting the <3- differential of the functional)

— ~ -i—H (1 18)
dt da

where

H(a) = 2π2 Σ *2\<*n\2 ~ ~S
\n\<N Pπ

Λπinx dx. (1.19)

Thus (1.16) will be our finite dimensional models. Zhidkov uses this technique
for nonlinear wave equations % - uxx + f(x9 u) = 0, where / is real continuously
differentiable with size estimates

+\duf(x9u)\<A. (1.20)

In fact, it is observed in [Zh2] that the NLSE may be treated as well by this method,
up to a sufficient knowledge of the Cauchy problem. For p = 4, this information
is given by Theorem 1 above. For 4 < p <; 6, the space L2(π) has to be replaced
by Hs(π) for some 5- > 0, there is the difficulty that Theorem 2 only yields local
solutions. The main steps in what follows may be summarized as

(i) The Cauchy problem for Eq.(1.6) (with bounds independent of N) and the
convergence of solutions of (1.16) to solutions of (1.1).

(ii) Construction of invariant measures for (1.16). Use of the invariant measure
to piece local solutions to global solutions on large subsets of the statistical
ensemble corresponding to (L16).

(iii) Global wellposedness of (1.1) for almost all data φ in the Wiener space with
suitable L2 cutoff,

(iv) Invariance of the limit measure.

As in [L-R-S], this limit measure is just a certain density on the space of periodic
Wiener paths. The method of [Bl] is very flexible and permits us to deal with
other nonlinearities than those appearing in (1.1), including a nonlocal nonlinear
expression PN (u\u\p~2) appearing in (1.16). There is essentially no change in the
argument.

We mention also preprints by H. McKean and K. Vaninsky ([McK-Vl,2) where
invariant measures are constructed by purely probabilistic techniques.
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2. Estimates Related to the Cauchy Problem

In this section we will summarize the 1-dimensional results from [Bl] and elaborate
on certain aspects needed later on. We will indicate the main ideas for proofs which
appear in detail in [Bl].

Consider a NLSE
I'M, + M» + Γ(κ) = 0 , (2.1)

where u is a space periodic function of x and Γ(u) a function of u (with not
necessarily local dependence). For proving local wellposedness results, replace (2.1)
by the equivalent integral equation

φ, 0 - S(t)φ + ίfS(t - s)Γ(u)(s}ds , (2.2)
o

where ιφc,0) = φ(x) and S(t) is the unitary group associated to the linear equation.
Thus

(nx~Λ) (23)

is the solution to
( in* 4- Ww = 0

(2.4)

The method consists in applying Picard's fixpoint theorem to obtain a local solu-
tion to (2.2), choosing the time interval t e [0,τ] sufficiently small depending on
the size of the data. The loss of integrability due to the nonlinear term Γ(u) is
compensated by certain "regularizing" effects of S(t] (as in the IR-case, where one
uses Strichartz's inequality).

There is an L4 -inequality

II^WΊL^πxi o,!]) = CΊML^π) (2 5)

and also

1

2 - (2.6)
L4(πx[0,l])

One has the "almost" L6-inequality

(2.7)

if suppi/Γc [-N,N].3

In previous inequalities x £ π, ί G [0, 1] (they are local in time). The (necessary)
presence of the Nε -factor in (2.7) is one of the differences between the periodic
and IR-case. Rewriting the integral in (2.2) using Fourier transform, one gets

__ s,-in2t

A -r n
(2.8)

3 The symbol "<C" has the usual meaning: For each ε > 0, there is a constant Cε for which the
inequality holds. It would be very interesting to decide whether the bound is logarithmic in N.
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There is no problem with possible smallness of the denominator λ + n2 because
t 6 [0,1]. Consider the case of a cubic nonlinearity, i.e.

Γ(u) = u\u\ (as in Theoreml) (2.9)

or
Γ(ύ) = PN(u\u\l) (cf.(1.16) with p = 4) . (2.10)

We use L4(π x [0,1]) or L4(π x [0,τ]) to perform the fixpoint argument. Inequality
2.5) takes care of the S(t)φ term. For the integral term (2.8), there are essentially
the contributions

^ /L^

and

/
,Γ(u)(n,λ)

ei(nx-n2t)

λ + n2

which are estimated using (2.6) and the dual inequality. Thus

(2.11)

(2.12)

/
,]) ^ C

—Γ(u)(n,λ)

n

Γ(M)(M)

(2.13)

and by Holder's inequality

||(2.12)||i4(πx[0jl]) ^ C

^ C||Γ(ιι)||4 . (2.14)
3

Since PAT is bounded on Lp(n)(\ < p < oo, independently of AT), in both cases
(2.9), (2.10) there is the estimate \\Γ(u)\\4 ^ C\\u\\\.

In fact, from the extra saving on the power of the denominator λ -I- n2, one may
obtain a bound C τδ \\u\\l replacing the time interval [0, 1] by a small interval
[0,1], Here δ > 0 is some constant. Similarly, one shows that

fS(t - fS(t - s)Γ(v)(s)ds
0 llZ,4(πx[0,l])

(2.15)
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Hence, for τ = τdl^H,) < ' c small enough, the contraction principle is easily

verified. Observe from the preceding that we have bounded

•C||u|β; (2.16)

and in fact shown that u e C([0,τ]; L2(π)).
If u, v are the local solutions corresponding to data φ, ψ, one has for t G [0, τ],

lkO-KOIL2 ( π )^2||φ-^2 ( π ), (2.17)

which is the regularity property. The discussion of the cubic case for Hs, s > 0,

instead of L2 is similar. One just introduces an extra dx in the preceding. The time
interval [0,τ] however only depends on \\φ\\2, conserved under the flow. From this
conservation, the local wellposedness theorem leads to a global result. One has the
regularity estimate

- v(t)H\\HS(π} ^ (2.18)

where C = C(\\φ\\2,\\φ\\2).
The analysis for p > 4 in Theorem 2 or (1.16) is more complicated, mainly

due to the presence of a factor Nε in (2.7). Here we are unable to deal with general
L2-data. The local result requires φ € Hs(π). Any s > 0 will do for p ^ 6. The
norm used to apply a contraction principle is expressed using Fourier transform

(2.19)

where we let K take dyadic values. We consider functions u on π x [0, τ] given by
a Fourier series

Φ, 0 = Σf<U u(n, λ)^M^ (2.20)

on π x [0, τ]. There is no uniqueness and (2.19) is obtained as infimum over rep-
resentations (2.20). To make estimates on (2.8), one considers a Littlewood-Paley
decomposition of u w.r.t. the jc-variable, thus

M dyadic

and writes the nonlinearity u\u\p~2 as

uu p-2=
Ml>M2

dyadic

(2.21)

(2.22)

with u = u or ύ = ΰ. If p = even integer, for instance p = 6, this is purely al-
gebraic. For other values of p, one uses the fact that z\z\p~2 is sufficiently dif-
ferentiable. The main idea is that the first factor UM takes care of the Ms factor
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appearing in the definition of the norm (2.19) and the M^s associated with the sec-
ond factor UM2 takes care of ΛΓε-factors appearing when estimating the norm (2.19)
of the summants in (2.22) using (2.7). See [Bl] for details.

If φ e Hs(n\ s > 0, one gets a local solution for p ^ 6. The time interval τ
of existence depends on s and \\φ\\s. On that interval [0,τ], the solution u is in
C([0,τ]; //5π)). If u, v are the solutions with data φ, ψ, there is the regularity
estimate

IKO - v(t)\\ffSl ^ 2\\φ - lAH^ for all Sl , (2.23)

provided t < τ = τ(sQ9 \\φ\\HsQ -f ||*A||#s0)> for some SQ > 0.
It is of importance to notice that the size τ of the time interval depends on the

|| Ik-size of the data as a power. More precisely, if p < 6 one has

1 (2.24)

and for p = 6

τ > ~ ^'r,« (2 25)

The problem to build global solutions from this local result is that ||«(0lls is not

conserved under the flow of the NLSE and there is no apriori bound for 0 < s < 1 .
We will show in this paper how the invariant measure yields a substitute for a
conservation law, considering the IVP for a set of data rather than a single function.

Equation (1.16) corresponds to a vector valued ODE in (an)\n\gN. From the
apriori bound (1.18), the solution has to remain bounded and hence is defined for
all time. On the other hand, the same argument mentioned above for the NLSE (1.1)
permits to prove a local wellposedness theorem for (1.16) with bounds independent
of TV, for an initial data bounded in some Hs, s > 0, thus

(2.26)

where the size of the time interval [0,τ] depends on (2.24). Using the invariant
measure argument, we will improve on this statement for certain data. The next
problem is then to compare solutions of (1.16) and (1.1). The main result is given
by

Lemma 2.27. Let p ^ 6, s > 0,φ e Hs(π}9 \\φ\\s < A and N a large integer. As-
sume the solution of

φ(n)e2

N

(we denote UN in (1.16) by v) satisfies

\\υ(t)\\s < A for t ^ T .
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Then the IVP (1.1)

{ iut + uxx + u\u\p~2 = 0
M (2,28)

u(x,Q) = φ(x)

is wellposed on [0, T] and there is the approximation for t < T and 0 < s\ < s9

HO ~ KOIU < exp [C(p,5)(l + Λ)C'("*> T] Ns^s , (2.29)

provided the expression on the right in (2.29) remains < 1. 77ιe constant C\(p9s)
does not depend on s for p < 6.

Proof. The proof follows the methods of [Bl]. Fix 0 < SΊ < 5- and denote τ the
time interval given by (2.24), (2.25) for a data bounded by A + 1 in /f^-norm. The
information on [0, Γ] will be obtained by piecing together estimates on intervals of
length τ. One has the bound

/ \ *IKo) - KO)!!,, - Σ M2*1 \φ(n)\2 < NS^SA (2.30)
\\n\>N J

from assumption. Assume for t ^ fa we obtained

«5< 1. (2.31)

Thus ||w(ί0)IU ύ IM*o)IU +δ < A + l. From the local regularity theorem for the
NLSE, the IVP

data w(/0) at t = tQ

are wellposed for t G [ίo,ίo + ?]• Moreover, from the regularity, there is the approx-
imation for t ^ tQ + τ,

MO - w'ίOIL, ^ 2\\u(to) - u'(t,}\\sι < 2δ (2.34)

by (2.31). Next, we need to compare u'(t) and υ(t) on [fa, fa 4- τ]. Since the initial
conditions are the same, the integral equation (2.2) gives

u'(t) - v(t) = i f s ( t - τ)Γ(τ) rfτ, where Γ - u'\uf\p~2 - PN(v\v\p~2) . (2.35)
o

Split the expression Γ as

Γ - uf\u'\p-2-PN(uf\u'\p-2}+PN(uf\u'\p-2 - v\υ\p'2} . (2.36)

Denote ||| \\\s the Fourier restriction norm given by (2.19) relative to the interval

[fa, t0 + τ]. We estimate \\\u' - v\\\Sι from the right side of (2.35).
From the estimates of, [Bl], the first term of (2.36) contributes essentially as
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where N\ ~ N. For the second term in (2.36), one gets

cΛ\u'-4\sβ\u'\\\Sl + M\SlY-2. (2.38)

From the local theorem one has

IHiiΊH,, ί C\\u'(t0)\\sι = C|K<b)||,, < CA ,

IIMII,, ϊ C|K/b)||,, < CA , (2.39)

and the choice of τ yields

UK-f i l l , <\\\U'-PNIU'\\\SI. (2.40)

Considering s > si rather than s\, the local result also implies

:§ C\\u'(t0)l = C\\v(t0)\\s < CA (2.41)

from the assumption in the theorem. From (2.41) and definition (2.19), it follows
that

\\\u' - PNlu'\\\Sl ^ CAN?-* - CAN*-* . (2.42)

For t G [ί0,ίo 4- τ], estimate (cf. (2.16))

2 \ i
i i Ύ w nι

ΣM2"

"' -

applying (2.40), (2.42). Combined with (2.34), this yields

NO - KOIh < 2<5 4- GWJ1-J . (2.44)

Break the interval [0, T] up in subintervals of length τ. For fy =yτ, y = 0,..., ^,
one gets by (2.30), (2.44),

δj+l < 2δj

0 < * -

hence
δ} < Cj+lANs*~s . (2.46)

Here J < f , where τ > C(p,s)(l+A*Cί(p>s), according to (2.24), (2.25). Estimate

(2.29) follows, provided this quantity in 1-bounded. This proves the lemma.

Remark.
(i) Of course in the main application of (2.29), the parameters p,s,A,T will be

fixed and N — » oo so that the precise form on the inequality is not important
there.

(ii) A similar result (with the appropriate interpretation) may be shown when com-
paring solutions of the ODE (1.12) and solutions of (1.1).
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3. Invariant Measure for the Modified Equation (1.16)

Recall (1.16)
iut + w* +PN(u\u\p-2) = 0 ,

where

There is a conservation of

, 0 - Σ

Σ Kl

and

(β) = 2π2
1

Pπ
Σ dx.

11

(3.1)

(3-2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

Equation (3.1) has the advantage on the original NLSE (1.1) that the phase space
is finite dimensional (<£2N+l or IR2(2ΛΓ+1)) and the flow is defined for all time. Since
(3.1) is equivalent with the Hamiltonian equation

= --,

the flow preserves the Lebesgue measure on the phase space JR2(2^+1)
which coordinates are the real and complex parts of a — (an)\n\^.

Let B be a cutoff in L2 (to be specified) and consider the ball

<ι*\(3.5)

n

= ΩN.B =
-1

(3.6)

invariant under the flow.------ . .

Let p = pN be the measure on C27V = (αΠ)|Λ|^ with normalized density
L «*o J

-^ΣuisΛ^φoΛ2!^!2

This measure is also the image measure on (C2ΛΓ under the map

(3.7)

(3'8)

where the {gn} are independent equidistributed complex Gaussian random variables.
The statistical ensemble will be the measure space obtained by endowing Ω with
the measure4

dμ = dμN = e7^Σa"e2πίmC^ (daϋ ® pN) (3.9)

which, by construction, is invariant under the flow.

4 Alternatively, one may redefine the equation replacing —Δ by — A -f δ, δ > 0 to avoid the prob-
lem with the zero Fourier mode.
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Thus μn is a weighted Wiener measure restricted to ΩN. The density satisfies
uniform L1(ί/pΛ^)-estimates for p < 6 and if p = 6 provided the cutoff B is suffi-
ciently small. The proof of this last fact appears in [L-R-S]. We give another proof
here which may be easily adjusted to other densities.

Lemma 3.10. The function e"
c2κιnxP

pχ is in Ll(dω)for2 ι
Λ Φ O βn£ )2

p < 6 and B arbitrary and for p = 6, B sufficiently small.

(We won't go into finer details concerning best possible value of B if p = 6 here).

Proof. We estimate the probability

F ω y^ 9n\ω) e2πinλ > λ, Σ j < B (3.11)

Split the trigonometric system into dyadic blocks. From the second restriction and
the obvious estimate

Σ an
<

~~ ( 2 ^ p S o o ) ,

the property \\Έ^eίnx\\p > λ yields some

such that

Here

^—\ /• \ ΐ

is a sequence of positive numbers satisfying

Λ£O

 σu<ι

M dyadic

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

To estimate the contribution for individual M, consider the subspace [eιnx\n ~ M]p

of Lp(π) generated by the characters (eιra\^u and a norming set5 of functions
φ € ξ, such that

max \(f,φ}\ ^ ||/||p for all / 6 [ein* \ n ~ M] and

log |ξ| < CM .

(3.15)

(3.16)

5 Given a M-dimensional subspace 51 of a normed space X, one may always find a subset ξ of
the unit of the dual X* of cardinality \ξ < cM such that max \(f,φ)\ ^ i||/||, for all / € 5. In

<?>eί
the present situation, replace ξ by its orthogonal projection Ps ξ on S, for which (3.15) clearly
holds, by the Hausdorff-Young inequality.
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If Y^ a eίn

/ j ΐjn^ > σMMλ, then > for some φ 6 ξ (by

(3.16)) and this event has probability at most

Summing over different M > MO, (3.10) is the most (λ > 1)

(3.17)

(3.18)

letting σM = M~>> + ($V for M > M0. Here Mϋ is given by (3.13). The inte-

grability of the function considered in the lemma requires thus that

λp < CB (3.19)

sfor λ large enough. If p < 6, this is satisfied for all B and for p — 6 if
sufficiently small.

Remarks, (i) The previous argument permits to reformulate the lemma with l}(dω)
(or any other finite moment) instead of Ll(dω) as well. This permits us to ensure
that small sets for the Wiener measure are small for μN also.

(ii) In the preceding we discussed the normalization of e~H^Πda. One may
instead have considered e~^H^Πda for some β > 0.
For 0 < s < \ and K > 1, consider following subset of Ω =

Since clearly

one has

Ωs>

P

>κ = a G Ω Σ <
\n\gN

< K

ω
\l-S

K\ <

PN(Ω\ΩS>K) ,-cK

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

by previous remark.
We now come back to Eq. (3.1). If p — 4, there is a regularity theorem wit the

L2-norm (independent of N). For 4 < p ^ 6, one has a uniform regularity result
for data φ e Hs, s > 0 on a interval [0,τ] with τ = K~c for \\φ\\H* ^ K. This local
property may be combined with the invariance of μx to get wellposedness on large
time intervals [0,τ] for data in large subsets of Ω. This is the main idea in this
paper. We proceed as follows. The map a H-> α(τ) defined by the flow, thus .
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where u solves the IVP

iut

is a measure preserving transformation on Ω, μ which we denote by S. Let Ωs>κ be
as above and consider the subset ΩI of Ω defined by

Ω! = (Ωs>κ) Π S~l(Ωs>κ) n - Π S~[^](SS>K) . (3.23)

Obviously, for a E ΩI, there is wellposedness (with bounds independent of N) on
each subinterval [jτ,(j + l)τ] of [0,Γ] with corresponding data u(jτ\ since by
construction ||w(yτ)||s ^ K. In particular, for a G ΩI, the corresponding solution u
of (3.1) satisfies

\\u(t}\\s < 2K for t < T.
Furthermore, the measure

μ*(Q\βι) ύ ^μ(Ω\Ω' κ) < TKCe~ci? (3.24)

by (3.23) and S measure preserving. Fixing Γ, (3.24) is small for K —> oo. We
proved

Lemma 3.25. Let 0 < s < ^,p ^ 6,F < oo,<5 > 0. There is a subset Ω\ of Ω
such that μ(Ω\Ω\) < δ and for a e ΩI, the solution u of the IVP

uxx+PN(u\u\P-2) = 0
c\ ^f^y\ _ V^ a^e2πinx {3.LΌ)

I M^N

satisfies for \t\ < T

\\u(t)\\H' ^ CY1°gf (3 2?)

If a,b e ΩI, the corresponding solutions satisfy for |ί| < T and any ^i

T\c

1KO-KOIU ^ |KO)-i<0)IU, (3.28)

where Cι(/7,5 ) is independent of s for p < 6.
Estimate (3.28) is a consequence of (3.27) and the regularity results from [Bl]

mentioned in Sect. 2 (cf. (2.23M2 25))
In fact, from (3.27) one has by interpolation with the L2 -bound

= ||κ(0)||2 (3.29)

an improvement

( T\"
\\u(t)\\s ^ C ί log- J for any α > s (3.30)

(inteφolating between L2 and H^~ε). For p < 6, the inequality (3.29) may be
replaced by

O - KOIU ^ exp ίc(p,ε) T (log|) ] ||«(0) - t;(0)||5l (3.31)
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for a9beΩι9u(0) = Σ<*ne
ίnx,v(ty = ̂

Considering an increasing sequence of times Tj = 2/ and intersecting sets Q\ j
obtained in (3.26) with measure μ(Ω\Ωιj) < 2~Jδ, for which (3.27) holds when
t < TJ one gets

Lemma 3.32. Let Q<s<~,p^6 and δ > 0. There is a subset ΩI of Ω such
that μ(Ω\Ω\) < δ and for a G QI, the solution of the IVP

' ίut + uxx + PN(u\u\P~2) = 0

φ,0) =

satisfies for all t € IR

/ l + |f|Y+

\\u(t)\\s < C log—V11 (3.33)
V ° J

(s+ denotes any number > s).

4. Flow and Invariant Measure for the NLS (1.1)

We consider the limits p and μ of the measures p#, μN defined in Sect. 3 for
N —> oo. Thus p is the image measure under the map

Since the random Fourier series ΣWΦO ^Γ^27"** is a^most s^rely in ^o(π) for

s < \, we may view p as a measure on any H§(π\s < |; Define μ by

(4.2)

where 5 is the L2 -cutoff (arbitrary for p < 6 and specific if p = 6) and α0

Thus, from Lemma 3.10, ^ is in Ll(dp) (or L2(dρ)).

Denote Jζy = [e2π/nx||/ι| ^ A^]. If U is an open set in Hs

9s < |, one has (cf.
[Zh2])6

p(£/)= lim pN(UΓ\EN),
n—χχ>

(4.3)

The NLSE (1.1) is globally wellposed ju-almost everywhere. More precisely

Lemma 4.4 For p g 6, δ > 0, the IVP

+ uxx -f w|w|^~2 = 0

6 For the first statement, use (4.1) and the almost sure convergence of the series in Hs for all
s < 5, which makes the role of the tale negligible. For the second statement, use (42), where the

density factor is an integrable function of the ω-variable.
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is globally wellposed and

< C l o g - - i for all

for a set of data φ G Φ where μ(Φc) < δ.

The set Φ may be taken compact in Hs(n\ for all s < |.

Proof. We combine Lemma 3.32 and the approximation Lemma 2.27. Fix first 0 <
s\ < s < |, T < oo and δ\ > 0. Clearly for appropriate C(s) the set Φ\ defined
by φ e Φ\ if

\\φ\\H £C(s) log- (4.5)
°\

satisfies μ(Φ\) < δ\. Choose N large and apply Lemma 3.32, giving a set Ωr with
of

ivt + vxx + PN(v\v\P~2) = Q

< δ\ and such that the solution υ of

I *ι/"v ΠΛ _ V^ n />2πinx ' V /^t?(Λ:,0)- 2^|Λ|^αnβ

where (an)\n\^N in ί2' satisfies for all t

(4.7)

Define Φ2 - [φ|(φ(n))W^ € O7]. Then (^α0 ® p)[||φ||2 ^ S, Φ ί #2] ̂
(ί/fl0 0P^)[|kl|2 ^ B,a £ Ω'] ^ μN(ΩN\Ω') < δ\. Hence, since we assumed the
density in (4.2) in L2(dao ®dρ}, also μ(Φ^) ^ δi. Consequently, except for a set
of μ-measure at most δ\, we may ensure (4.5) and the bound (4.7) for the IVP
(4.6) with data ΣH^φ(^>2π^

Applying Lemma 2.27 with A = C (logJj-V, it follows that for those φ the IVP

iut + HZ* + w|w|^~2 = 0

is wellposed on [0,Γ] and (2.29) holds, hence

for |ί| < Γ, provided the right side of (2.29) is < 1, which happens by choosing
N large.

Intersecting for an increasing sequence of times, one gets

(4.9)
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for data w(0) = φ outside a set of μ-measure at most δ\. Finally, one inter-

sects for a sequence s < \. This yields the lemma with bound Cs Πog ̂ ^ j .

The improved bound is obtained as in (3.32), interpolating with the L2- estimate
IWOU2 = «(0)||2 ϊ B.

Observe that from the (local) regularity theorem (Th. 2), one may replace Φ by
its closure in Hs, for any s > 0.

Theorem The measure μ is invariant under the flow of the NLSE (1.1) (4 ̂

Proof. We already showed that the NLSE is globally wellposed on a ^σ-set Ω (in
Hs, for any s < \) of full μ-measure. This set is simply the union of the compact
sets for δ > Q,A < oo,

KS,A = [φ\ 1Mb ύ B and \\u(t}\\s

(4.10)^ ACS log r for all t G R,s <
V δ ) 2

where u is the solution of (1.1) with w(0) = φ.
The flow maps Ω to itself. We show the invariance of μ on Ω. Denote S the

time shift φ — w(0) »-> u(t) for some time t and let K be a compact in Ω. Fix some
0 < s < \ and denote Bε the ε- ball in Hs. Denote SN the flow on Ω^B C ̂
considered in Sect. 3, given by Eq. (1.16) thus

iu» + ig+PN(tf\uN\P-2)=0 (4.11)

for the same time shift 1 (̂0) ι-* uN(t). Fix ε > 0. From the regularity of SN w
Hs (independently of TV) and the approximation property (2.27) for S and SN, one
gets for some ε > 0 and N > NQ,

SN((K + B£)ΠEN)C SN(PN(K)) + B£l/2 C S(K) + B£I , (4.12)

thus by (4.3), (4.12),

μ(S(K) + Bει)= lim μn((S(K) + Bει)ΠEN) ^ Hm μN(SN((K + Bε) ΠEN» .
N-+OO ΛΓ-^oo

(4.13)
But since μN is invariant under 5V,

μ(S(K) + Beι) ^ limμN((K + Be)Γ\EN) = μ(K + Be) ^ μ(K) . (4.14)

Hence μ(S(K)) ^ ^(^) Since the flow is reversible, we conclude

μ(K) = μ(S(K)) ,

proving the theorem.

Remarks. (I) It follows from Lemma 4.4 that the Cauchy problem for p ^ 6

iut + uxx + u\u\p~2 = 0

,0) = * 0 +Σ
nΦO
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is globally wellposed for almost all α0 and ω, subject to the restriction

(κi2+Σ%ττ^y =B (4 16>\ f7±π ^TL Yl I\ n^\) /

for a certain constant B, in case p — 6 (for p < 6, the L2-cutofT is arbitrary and
hence may be ignored in this statement).

The factor in front of ^̂  may be changed, considering the measure

e-βff(φ}γiχdφ(x) for other values of β.
Assume p < 6. Then the previous almost sure result also holds after condition-

ing
PN0(Φa0,ω) = Ψ(x) — ]C Ψ(n}e2mnx , (4.17)

where ψ is an arbitrary trigonometric polynomial. This follows from the precise
regularity statment (see(3.31)). Consider y > 0 and the set

Ω, = [(flo,ιv) I ||/V^o,ω) - φ\\Hι < J] (4.18)

of measure > c(ψ) y4^>+2 — $t From Lemma 4.4, there is an (α0,ω) e Ω\ such
that the solution u of (4.15) satisfies for s < |,

< C (log ^fl J < C(ψ) (log ̂ -J . (4.19)

Consider the initial data

Φ = Ψ + (Φa0,ω ~ PN0(Φa0,ω)) (4.20)

satisfying

PN0Φ = Φ

and
\\φ-<t>a<>AH' <7 (4.30)

The Cauchy problem (4.15) for w(x,0) = φ(x) will be wellposed on [0, T] as long
as, say

T
y exp- < 1 , (4.31)

/ τ \ p s +
where τ is the local regularity interval thus τ * = C(p,s) ( logy) 9s > 0.

Thus letting s be small enough, (4. 31) may be realized for y — » 0. This argument
easily yields an almost sure property subject to conditioning (4.17), on any finite
interval, from whence the claim.

(II) The existence of the invariant measure for the NLSE (1.1), p = 6 yields a weak
form of the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam recurrence phenomenon. The method folllowed here
applies equally well to other Hamiltonian NLSE's provided the nonlinearity does not
exceed the critical power (roughly speaking). On the other hand, results obtained
in [B2] (section) permit to show that in this generality for smooth nonlinearity and
smooth data, this recurrence property may not hold in higher derivatives, which
may be unbounded in time (unlike the integrable case iut + uxx + u\u\2 = 0).
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(III) In the ID-defocusing case, the L2-cutoff and the restriction p ^ 6 may be
dropped in the invariant measure construction, as mentioned earlier.

(IV) The results in [Bl] for one and higher dimensional NLSE do not cover nega-
tive Sobolev indices, which would be necessary to deal with the invariant measure
problems in dimesions ^ 2.7

Appendix. Invariant Measures and Korteweg de Vries Equations

The method described in what precedes permits us to treat certain other equations,
such as the KdV equation

ut + uxxx + uux = Q (1)

and modified KdV equation

ut + uxxx ± u2ux = 0 (2)

(u is real and again space periodic). In general for the equation

ut + uxxx±ukux = Q (3)

there is a hamiltonian

and (3) is equivalent to

«, = a,τr - (5)ou

We consider the cases k = 1,2 (which are in fact the integrable ones). For k — 1,
there is an L2 -global wellposedness theorem and for k — 2 a local wellposedness
theorem in H1/2 (see [B2]). Up to a slight adjustment for k = 2, this regularity the-
ory enables us to repeat the argument used for NLSE to get the invariant measure
and, for k = 2, the regularity of the flow almost everywhere on the statistical ensem-
ble. For k > 2, I only dispose presently of an /f ^theorem, which is insufficient in

this discussion. The Gibbs measure e-^W = e

±(*+ιχ*+2)^+2 . e-ϊI(φ'}2γ[xdφ(x)

is under some L2 -cutoff (L2 is a conserved quantity) normalizable for k = 1,2 and
the normalized measure is again essentially the Wiener measure with some weight.
For k = 2 and - sign in (3), no Z2-cutoff is needed. Thus one needs at least local
wellposedness results for data in £P(T), for some s < ^, to make previous method
work.

Fix again a large positive integer N and consider the finite dimensional model

) = 0 (6)

with
- Σ Φ(nym

1 The author has recently extended the results to the cubic 2D-defocusing NLS iut + Δu = u\u\2 —
2(f\u\2)u obtained by Wick ordering of the nonlinearity. The Gibbs measure constructed from the

Wick ordered \φ\4-Hamiltonian is invariant under the (well-defined) flow of the equation [B3].
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and

«= Σ fl^y**, *„=«-„. (?)
MSΛT

Again the technique from [Bl] permits for k = 1, say, to obtain uniform regularity
estimates for (6) and approximation of the solution of the IVP

+ Uxxx + UUX = Q
(8)

κ(0,*) - φ(x)

from the solutions of
' vt + ΌXXX + PN(ΌΌX) = Q

(9)

when N — > oo, assuming φ e Hs,s > Q. See [Bl], Sect. 7.
In the model (6), the phase space is 2N + 1 dimensional and the invariance

of the measure follows from Liouville's theorem (the reader may find a systematic
expression of these matters in a more general context in [Bid]). Thus for k = 1,
the situation is analogous to the cubic Schrodinger equation and there is essentially
no extra work. For k = 2, there is the problem again that the regularity theory is
local and moreover in Hl/2(sGQ [Bl], Proposition 8.45), which is borderline for the
Wiener space.

The purpose of what follows is to indicate how to rework the arguement leading
to Proposition 8.45 in order to gain on the ^-Sobolev exponent. We repeat some
steps from [B2], Sect. 8. Thus we consider the IVP

( dtu + d\u + u2dxu = 0

I ιι(0,*) = φ(x)

u periodic in *.

Define
c = jφ(X)

2dx, (11)

and consider the linear equation

dtu + dlu + cdxu = 0. (12)

The solution for initial data «(*,0) = ψ(x) may be written as

u(χ,t) = Stψ(x) = Σψ(n)einx+n-cn . (13)
n€Z

Consider the integral equation

ιι(0 - S,φ + fS(t - r)w(τ)dτ , (14)
o

Where

w = \-u

2 -f JV (x, t)dx\ dxu. (15)
L T J

The IVP (10) is equivalent to the fixpoint problem naturally arising from (14), (15).
Written in fourier transform, one has
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T piλt _ J(n3-
- ,

n A — H -\- OH

where

1

dλ , (16)

nj+«2 Φ0,n2+«3 Φ 0,«3+"l Φ0

- nfu(n,λι)u(n,λ2)u(-n,λ — λ\ — λ2)dλ\dλ2 . (18)

Fix indices 0<s\<^<s2<\ and consider following replacement of the norm
(8.26) in [B2]:

IIHII2 HIMIlU
μ-n3+c«|)|«θα)|2 (19)

(20)

+ sup(l + |«|2ί*) \fdλ(l + \λ - n3 + cn\)\u(n,λ)\2 + (f\u(n, λ)\dλ}2} .
n L J

(21)

The contribution of the first term of (16) to this norm is

(22)

Observe that for elements of our statistical ensemble, i.e. of the form
{9n}n>o independent complex Gaussian random variables, #_„ ='gn>

 tne choice of
s\,s2 implies that (22) is almost surely finite, more precisely (22 )< K except on a

set of measure < e~cK (as in the discussion of the NLSE).
For the second term in (16), there are following contributions to the norm:

S . 0 3 )

The key arithmetical fact underlying the estimates is the identity

(HI + n2 + n3γ - n\ - n\ - n\ - 3(πι H- n2)(n2 + n3)(n3 + HI) (26)

implying in particular that for λ — λ\ -h λ2 + λ3,n — n\ +n2+n3,

A — n3 -h cn|, |λ/ — n] -f cn/|(l ^ i ^ 3)) ^ |wι +n2\ \n2 -f- ^s| |«3
(27)

If none of the sums τ?ι +^2,^2 + ^3,^3 -f ΛI vanishes, there are following possibil-
ities:
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At least 2 factors in (27) are ~ max(|/iι| -f n2\ + |/ι3|) and hence

(27) ^ (\n\\ + \n2\ + |«31)2 , (28)

l/i] I ~ |τ22| ~ |/ι3 and at least 1 factor in (27) is ~ max(|/iι|,Λ2|,|/ι3|), hence

(27)^ |n ι |-h|Π 2 | + |,,3|. (29)

We will make use of following L6-estimate (cf. (8.37) in [Bl])

v 1 / 2

(30)

Proof of (30). Writing nx -f (ft3 — cn)t — n(x — ct) + n3t and making a change of
variable, this is clearly equivalent to

Σ <*net
,ί(nx+n3t) (31)

Writing 11/11 6 = l l / 3 ! ! ? one needs to bound the number of integer solutions of the
system

( x + y + z = a -3N0 = a\

I (NQ + ̂ )3 + (A^o 4- y)3 + W) 4- Z)3 - b

for given α,6 and restricting x,y,z to {0, 1,...,7V}. This gives following equation
in x9 y:

-3xy(x + y) + 6NQ(x2 + y2 + xy) + 3aι(x -f y)2 - (6Λ/bαι + 3a^)(x -f y) =

with

Denote

and rewrite (33) as

-XY Λ

Y=x y

- 2NQY - -f aλ }X + -^ .

(33)

(34)

(35)

Multipy both members with a\ 4- 2Λ/b and put X\=(a\+ 2N$)X to get

-XιY+X} -2N0(al +2Λ/b)Γ-fl ι(αι +2N<>)Xλ = \bι(aλ +2N0) (36)

which easily reduces to the form

χl -Y2 =A (37)

by one more change of variable. If log NO ^ logN, one has log ,4 < logN and
counting divisors gives a bound exp Iθg

0f0^/ < N5 on the number of pairs (X2, Y2\
hence (x,y) satisfying (33). If logTVo > logN, it easily follows from (33) that
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6(x2 + y2 + xy) - 6aι(x + y) (38)

equals ^ + ̂  (^ ) = N^ + °(^> hence may only take 1 value. In this case, the

problem clearly reduces to lattice point counting on the oval X2 -f 372 — A with
A < N2, from where again the Nε bound on the number of pairs (x,y). Conse-
quently (32) has only <C N£ integer solutions, proving the lemma.

We now return to the expression (23), (24), (25), with w given by (17)-{18).
consider first the contribution of (17) to w(τ?, λ).

Estimate (23) by duality. Thus {d(n,λ}} satisfies

d(n,λ) ^ 0 and Σfd(n,λ)2dλ ^ 1 (39)
«ez

and we consider the expression (s = SΊ )

Σ (1 + l*ι + »2 + n3\)l+sfdλldλ2dλ3
«1.»2 Λ3

«]+/i2 ΦO,...

3, AI -f A2 -f λ3 )

(40)

\λι + λ2 + A3 - («1 + «2 + «3>3 - Φi + «2

c(nι,λι) c(n2,λ2) c(n3,

\λι -n\+ c«ι|'/2 |A2 - 1̂  + c«2|
1/2 |A3 - n| + c«3|

l/2

denoting
φ,A) = (l + μ-n3 +c«|)1/2|2(n,A)|. (41)

Thus from (19)
1/2

^IIHI). (42)

Assume (28) holds. Proceeding as in [Bl], Sect. 7, one of the 4 denominators
in (40) takes care of a factor |«ι| -f |«2| -f |ws|, the remaining (|«ι| -f \n2\ -f wsl) 5

is multiplied with c(ni9λι) if |w/ | = max(|«ι|, |«2|, l^al). The new expression (40) is
then formulated as the (x, ί)-integral of 4 functions, belonging to L2,L6,L6,16. This
requires a cutting up of the x-Fourier transforms in intervals of appropriate length
and the use of (30). It is the same reasoning as applied in [Bl] for the NLSE in
dim 1 say, when p — 6 and hence the L6 -bound just fails. Thus at this stage, we
only need s\ > 0.

Assume (29) holds. Then \n\ ~ \n2\ ~ \n3\ and one of the 4 denominators
in (40) is at least (n\ -f \n2 +n3\)l/2. The remaining (\m\ -f \n2\ -f \n^\)l/2+s ~

\nιfi+$\n2\$+$\n3\τ+ϊ is multiplied with the c(ni9λt) factors. TheL2 - L6 - L6 - L6

estimate is thus applicable provided s\ > ^ -f ^-, hence .SΊ > |. In this case, in-
equality (30) may be used directly, without interval partitioning, since n\\ ~ n2\ ~
|«3|.

To estimate (24), consider a system {d(n)}n^ι

d(n) ^ 0 Σd(nf £ 1 (43)

and replace in (40) the first factor by

i + μ _ Λs + cn|
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Proceeding as in [Bl] one can essentially perform the same estimates as for (40),
since a denominator \λ - n3 - cn\l/2 could in fact be replaced by \λ - n3 - cn\l/2~τ

(where τ > 0 depends on s\ ) in the L6-estimate.
We consider next the contribution of (17) to (25). Assume \nι\ - max(|/ι, | ; z =

1,2,3). If \n\\ ~ max(|/i2|,/z3|), the previous analysis is already conclusive, since in
case (28), the value s in (40) may be taken to be 2s \ - ε and in case (29) provided
5+s < 3s Ί. Hence, letting s\ ^ ,̂ a value of s2 > f is obtained. Consequently,
assume \n\\ ^> max(|ft2|, 1^3 1)

Consider a system {d(λ)}, d(λ) ^ Q,fd(λ)2dλ ^ 1 and estimate the square root
of the first term of (25) by

Σ fdλldλ2dλ,
n2+n^=n

d(λ) c(nι,λι) c(n2,λ2)__ __ __

1 + μ - /i3 + cn\1/2 1 + μ! - n\ + c/nj 1 / 2 \λ2 -n\ + cn2\V2 \λ3 -n\+
(45)

where λ = λ\ + λ2 -f ^3. Since we have case (28), one of the denominators is at
least

Case (i): μ - Λ3 + cn\1'2 ^ \m\ \n2 -f /ί3|
1/2

Write (45) as

(1 + |«ΠΓ|«(n,AO| , (46)
«l+«2+«3=«

where {(1 4- |nι|)5 2 |ΐ/(nι,Aι)|} is controlled in t™Ll

λl, taking into account the

second term in (21), {(1 -f \n2\
s^(n29 λ2)\} and {(l + \n3\*ι)\u(n3,λ3)\}

are in ^L\ by (20). Consequently %LM^ is in ̂ L^ provided

Case (ii): \λι - n\ + cnι\l/2 ^ \m\ \n2 +n3\
l/2.

Write (45) as

(47)

Here again {%MMa^)l} is in ̂ L^ for fixed A2, A3, {J(A, + A2 + A3)} is

in L2

λί and (1 + {n^φ^λi) in 1̂  and /^Z,̂  and thus the product in t™L\.

Case (iii): |A2 - n^ + c«2|
1/2 ^ |«ι| |«2 + n3|

1/2.
Write (45) as

(48)
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where {(1 + \nl\
s^\u(nl,λl\} is in ,̂{(1 + |/ι2, \

s^c(n2,λ2)} in ^L2^

{(1 + I + N")R(«3,λ3)|} in ̂ LJ3. Again {^^^^^^1/2 } is in ̂  For

fixed λι,A3, {d(Λ,ι 4- λ2 + ^3)} is in
This completes the analysis of the contribution of (17) to the first term in

(25). Clearly the preceding yields also the estimate on the second term, since the
denominator \λ — n3 + cn\ was not used except in case (i) above where d(λ) is
replaced by 1+μ,;3+cn|1/2 ^ 1.

Next analyse the contribution of (18) to ΐv(/ι,λ). It is clear that (23), (24), (25)

are bounded by (£)„(! + \n\γsιfdλ\w(n,λ)\2)l/2, hence, from (18), by

\n\l+s*\u(n9λι)\ \u(n,λ2)\ \u(-n,λ- λ{ - λ2)\ (49)

in S2

nL
2L\ιλ2. The factors i^AOl,^!^^)!,^^!^-^^)!} are re-

spectively in t\L\ ,^L\ ,£™L2, by (20), (21). Hence, it suffices to ensure that

s\ -f 2s2 > 1 + S29 hence s\ + s2 > 1 . (50)

With s\ — τJQ9S2 — \ (cf. above) this is clearly satisfied.
From the preceding, it follows that the transformation

u ̂  S(t)φ + fS(t - τ)w(τ>/τ; w - [-u2 + fu2dx] dxu, (51)
o

φ with small (22)-norm, maps a ball in ||| ||| J2-space into itself and acts as a
contraction there (proving the contractive property is a straightforward variant of the
previous argument), for certain 0 < s ι < ^ < s 2 < l . To deal with general data
(without) smallness assumption, one exploits small time intervals [0,τ], to gain an
extra factor τδ, for some δ > 0, on the second term in (51). This is possible, since
in fact, as a consequense of (30), there is for ε > 0 some p(ε) > 6 satisfying

Σ einxfdλeiλtu(n,λ)
N0<n<N0+N

This is easily derived from (30) if log(l -f \λ - n3 + cn\) < logN, breaking up
in level sets \λ — n3 + en — k\ ̂  1. If log \λ - n3 +cn\ > logTV, simply use a
Hausdorff- Young inequality.

Details on these matters appear in [Bl] in the discusision of the NLSE. This
yields us a local wellposedness result for periodic modified KdV (10) with data φ
satisfying

i(T) + sup(l + n\s^\φ(n)\ < oo (53)

for certain 0 < si < \ < s2 < 1. The time interval [0,τ] depends again on the
size || 011^^2 of the data in a polynomial way. As mentioned earlier, Hφl^,^ < K

on a subset QSlyS2,K °f tne Wiener space with complementary measure < e~cK .
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This discussion yields all elements to carry out the scheme of proof used for the
NLSE with p > 4 in the case of modified KdV, with the same conclusion.

Theorem 2. The Gibbs measure for KdV and modified KdV on the statistical en-
semble (with some L2-cutoff if necessary) is invariant under the flow. The equations
are wellposed (globally) almost everywhere on the ensemble.
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